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ABSTRACT
Personal cloud storage systems increasingly offer recommenda-

tions to help users retrieve or manage files of interest. For example,

Google Drive’s Quick Access predicts and surfaces files likely to

be accessed. However, when multiple, related recommendations

are made, interfaces typically present recommended files and any

accompanying explanations individually, burdening users. To im-

prove the usability of ML-driven personal information management

systems, we propose a new method for summarizing related file-

management recommendations. We generate succinct summaries

of groups of related files being recommended. Summaries reference

the files’ shared characteristics. Through a within-subjects online

study in which participants received recommendations for groups

of files in their own Google Drive, we compare our summaries to

baselines like visualizing a decision tree model or simply listing the

files in a group. Compared to the baselines, participants expressed

greater understanding and confidence in accepting recommenda-

tions when shown our novel recommendation summaries.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Managing personal information in cloud storage (e.g., Google Drive)

can be challenging [9, 12, 27, 46, 60]. In response, widely deployed

tools like Google Drive’s Quick Access [18, 84] and research pro-

totypes [13, 47, 97] use machine learning (ML) to recommend files

that a user may wish to view, delete, or move. To date, such rec-

ommendations have been based on characteristics like temporal

patterns in the user’s historical interactions with that file [40, 97],

the other users with whom the file is shared [47], and the user

deleting or moving other files that appear similar [13]. To help the

user understand the recommendation, these tools typically provide

a short explanation, such as “. . . because you edited resume2022.docx
on 2022-04-07” [41, 48, 66, 87, 97].

Even though a user’s cloud storage repository typically contains

many related files [12], resulting in the tools’ ML models concur-

rently producing highly related recommendations for highly similar

files, current tools and prototypes generally make recommenda-

tions individually for a single file at a time. Failing to aggregate

groups of related recommendations increases the burden on users.

In this paper, we thus investigate whether related ML-driven

recommendations for managing similar files in cloud storage can

be aggregated effectively. This goal produces challenges related

to both the underlying algorithm and the user experience. First,

recommendations must be clustered into groups that a user would

perceive as actually related, and the algorithm for doing so must

be efficient. Second, the system must produce and display a suc-

cinct summary of the recommended files that enables the user to

determine accurately which files are being recommended, a task

we, and prior work [66], term verification.
Intuitively, files with similar attributes (e.g., filenames, file ex-

tensions, contents, location) that are being recommended for similar

reasons are likely candidates for aggregation into a single recom-

mendation that applies to multiple files at once. To this end, we

first propose an algorithm (Section 3) for summarizing related files

based on these shared file attributes. The algorithm takes as input

a group of recommendations, or multiple files with similar at-

tributes for which the same action — viewing the files, deleting

them, or moving them to a specific location — is recommended for

the same reason (e.g., a particular file was deleted). As output, the

algorithm produces a set of predicates that apply to all files in a

modified set of recommendations. While a naive approach would

have computational complexity exponential in the space of file

https://doi.org/10.1145/3526113.3545704
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(a) Table listing all files in a group.

Last modified date similarity > 0.935

None

False

File size similarity > 0.371

True

None

False

# of files: 48

True

(b) Decision Tree summary (c) Rules-Text summary

The file(s) were last modified between
2022-03-10, 09:08 and 2022-03-10, 12:33.

The folder(s) [’diversity committee’]
appear in the filepath.

True

None

False

# of files: 49

True

None

False

(d) Rules-Tree summary

Figure 1: To communicate to users which files are contained in a group of recommendations, the most naive approach was to
simply list the files (far left). Our summaries augmented this list with either a decision tree (center-left) as a baseline or the
rule-based summaries we propose in either text-based (center-right) or tree-based (far right) presentations.

attributes, we develop a greedy approximation algorithm that takes

roughly one second on commodity hardware.

The second challenge is to create a representation that helps the

user understand which files are included in the group. The most ba-

sic approach would be to simply list the files and their most relevant

metadata in a table in the user interface. However, this approach

is unlikely to scale meaningfully to groups of recommendations

that contain many files, and it also does not give any indication

about what types of files are excluded from the group. As a result,

we develop user-facing summaries that leverage our algorithm’s

output: the shared attributes of all files in the group (e.g., all doc-

uments whose filenames start with ‘group-work’ and that were

modified within a particular date range). We design a text-based

summary, termedRules-Text and shown in Figure 1(c), and a visual
tree-based summary, termed Rules-Tree and shown in Figure 1(d).

To evaluate our summaries, we conduct a within-subjects online

user study (Sections 4–5). We show participants groups of recom-

mendations about their own Google Drive repositories and solicit

their perceptions of the associated summaries. We compare the

aforementioned Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries we developed

with two baselines: simply showing a table listing the files in the

group, termed List of Files and shown in Figure 1(a), and a decision

tree, termed Decision Tree and shown in Figure 1(b). We chose the

latter since decision trees are often considered among the most

interpretable ML classifiers [57].

We find that participants perceive our rule-based summaries as

less confusing, more helpful, and more verifiable than the two base-

lines regardless of the number of recommendations in the group.

In particular, compared to List of Files summaries, we find that

Rules-Text summaries are 2.7× as likely to have a higher partic-

ipant rating of helpfulness or verifiability. Further, compared to

List of Files summaries, Rules-Text summaries are 2.0× as likely to

have a higher participant rating of confidence in accepting rec-

ommendations without examining the individual files. Contrary

to our expectation that participants would prefer visual displays,

participants rate our text-based summaries slightly better than our

tree-based summaries. We conclude (Section 6) by discussing im-

plications for designing user interfaces that group and summarize

recommendations for managing cloud storage repositories.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide an overview of prior work in set summa-

rization, AI explanations, and personal information management

that informs our research.

2.1 Set Summarization
Researchers have summarized sets of items in numerous ways.

Some techniques summarize with a representative subset of the

items, such as centroid approaches [54], top-k [15], regret minimiza-

tion [45], KL-divergence [98], maximum entropy [91], or Bayesian

Information Criterion [58]. We avoid such techniques due to their

low verifiability. Other techniques extract feature information to

generate a plaintext summary, as in text summarization [99] and

image captioning [39]. These summaries, however, are also un-

likely to be verifiable and are generated via a training set of exist-

ing summaries, which are not available. Alternatively, researchers

have used application-specific visualizations to represent the item

space [19, 42]. These visualizations, however, require global con-

sistency across different summaries, while we do not. This allows

for more succinct summaries that are more efficient to synthesize.

Similar work that has visually represented local summaries has not

been generalized to the setting of multiple recommendations [73].

We borrow parts of these prior works by incorporating a hover in-

teraction into our visual explanations (Decision Tree and Rules-Tree)
that shows what files are covered by a predicate of the summary.

More closely related to our techniques are summaries using

tables of attributes [30, 94]. Our rules-based summaries extend

these by also generating predicates over set-typed data. Similar to

summary tables, associative rules for frequent itemsets [2, 11] and

their related techniques for classification [26, 53] seek to generate

and describe relationships over related items. These techniques, like

the visual explanations described above, require global consistency.

It is less common for set summarization to have been applied

to the domain of recommender systems. The closest analogues are

in conversational recommender systems, where some researchers

summarize how the set of unexplored items differs from the set of

explored items [16]. Researchers have augmented this to describe

categories of unexplored items based on extracted review senti-

ment [17]. Other work, while it does not investigate summaries,

has focused on related sets of recommendations, which it dubs

“slate” recommendations [63, 82]. Our work can be interpreted as

seeking methods to summarize these slates.

2.2 AI Explanations
Our recommendation summaries generalize explanations in AI sys-

tems [1, 25, 36, 48, 55, 66, 88]. Explanations have been shown to

improve users’ understanding [81] and trust [29] in a system and

help teach users when a system can be relied upon to make ac-

curate judgments [51, 74]. Many explanation types are based on
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“interpretable” models, such as sparse linear classifiers [73], rule

sets [92, 93], trees [57], or programs [80]. Our proposed summaries

bear a strong resemblance to rule set explanations. We adapt these

to the setting of file recommendation and make two improvements:

we do not require pre-mining predicates, and we present our expla-

nations in plaintext [14, 64]. The predicates in our summaries also

resemble short programs (e.g., a Python function) [80]. Work in this

area informs our technique (described in Section 3) of modifying the

group of recommended items post-hoc [37, 69]. Given that our tar-

get users are non-technical, though, we avoid programming syntax.

We compare directly against decision-tree-based explanations [57]

in our online study as these are a proxy for many “interpretable”

models. As noted by Lipton [55], the interpretability of such models

may be overstated–we discuss this in Section 3. While other works

have augmented interpretable models in ways that compare closely

to our own work [35], we differ from these in our generation of

set-based predicates (also described in Section 3).

Researchers have also studied explanations in recommender sys-

tems [87, 100]. Beyond the aforementioned property of verifiability,

known also as “scrutability” [24, 86] or “simulatibility” [55], prior

work has proposed other evaluation metrics. Some are based on

users’ perceptions of explanations [81] or the improvement in user

satisfaction [83]. Others are task-based, such as an explanation’s

ability to justify a recommendation [90], to help users hone in on

their preferences [10], to enhance their understanding of available

items [32], to persuade them [23, 38], or to increase their speed [61].

2.3 Personal Information Management
The lessons of personal information management in other settings

translate to the cloud. Researchers have studied how users acquire

information (“foraging”) [7, 49, 70], store it [43], and subsequently

“curate” it [67, 95]. Users typically do this to re-find the information

more easily [3, 4, 22, 85]. Re-finding, however, can be difficult: Whit-

taker et al. found low rates of success for research participants at-

tempting to re-find family photos [96], and Elswiler et al. described

how participants often searched first through incorrect folders or

submitted fruitless search queries before retrieving emails [31].

Supporting re-finding has therefore been a key goal of file man-

agement tools. File management recommendation systems such as

those found in Google Drive [18, 84] or Microsoft OneDrive [97]

are closely related to this work. The work by Xu et al. [97] on

Microsoft OneDrive evaluates explanations of file retrieval recom-

mendations. However, they neither investigate groups of related

recommendations nor recommendations of behaviors beyond re-

trieval. Besides recommendations, tools can provide navigational

assistance by offering shortcuts of paths to files [5, 6, 56], or by

highlighting icons of items likely to be clicked when retrieving

files [33, 52, 78, 89]. Researchers have also supplemented interfaces

to better support curation, which subsequently improves retrieval.

Offering the ability to attach tags to files [8, 21] and improving

search and indexing capabilities [20, 28, 40, 59, 72, 75, 76] are key

strategies. While these tools are effective at aiding retrieval, they do

not improve a repository’s underlying disorganization. Tools like

those from Bergman et al. [9] and Segal and Kephart [77] buck this

trend by providing tools that suggest folders to save either cloud

files or emails, respectively. Brackenbury et al. [13] similarly offer

recommendations that fully support file movement and deletion

actions, as well as retrieval. None of the efforts to support richer

file management support, however, study the effect of summaries.

3 SUMMARIZATION ALGORITHM
Here, we describe the motivation for generating summaries, our tar-

get format for summaries, and the associated algorithm we created

for clustering and summarizing recommendations.

3.1 Motivation and Existing Summaries
Summarizing a group of recommendations is necessary to com-

municate to the user which files are included in the group, and

which are excluded. While summaries are useful for file retrieval

(viewing a file), they are even more important for destructive and

permanent actions like deleting or moving files. This observation is

notable since recent research has increasingly focused on tools to

help users delete and move files to improve personal information

management [9, 13, 27, 47]. Furthermore, even if multiple recom-

mendations for file retrieval were summarized, the user would likely

still view those files individually and sequentially, in contrast to

bulk file deletion or bulk file movement.

If multiple recommendations are grouped and summarized in

a way that the user trusts to convey which files are included, the

user can accept them together, improving efficiency and increasing

the user’s confidence that related files have not been inadvertently

excluded from the recommendation. Our summaries thus aim to

empower users to quickly determine which files are covered by a

summary, a task we call verification, with the associated property

“verifiability” [66], “scrutability” [86], or “simulatibility” [55].

We evaluate four summary types: List of Files, Decision Tree,
Rules-Text, and Rules-Tree. The former two are intended as base-

lines, whereas the latter two are novel contributions of this work.

For the first baseline, summaries for file recommendation in current

systems generally appear in the following form: “You performed

{action} to {file name} in {time period}” [41]. We mirrored this phras-

ing in our List of Files baseline, and we also accompanied it (and

all other summaries) with a table listing the files in the group, as

shown in Figure 1(a). We expected these summaries to fall short

when recommending that the same action be applied to multiple

files. The user might wonder how the files listed relate to each other,

or whether files with similar attributes were mistakenly excluded.

Our second baseline is based on an observation from efforts in

interpretable ML. Decision tree classifiers are typically considered

among the most intelligible types of ML models [57]. In particular,

our Decision Tree baseline displays a visual tree-based representa-

tion of a decision tree classifier that is used to select files for the

group of recommendations based on their similarity to a file spawn-

ing the recommendations (e.g., deleting NorthernLights_98.jpg

might spawn recommendations to delete other, related files). We

did not use a purely text-based Decision Tree condition (i.e., sim-

ilar to Rules-Text) as such conditions performed poorly in initial

pilot testing due to confusion resulting from their branching struc-

ture. As shown in Figure 1(b), the visualization of the decision tree

references the kinds of information used by the classifier (e.g., a

normalized quantification of the similarity of file names). Despite

the inherent interpretability of a decision tree, we expected that
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Table 1: The structure of our proposed summaries.

Summaries P ::= (r | s) ∧ ... ∧ (r | s)

Range Predicate r ::= n1 ≤ x ≤ n2
Set Predicate s ::= (c1 ∈ x) ∧ ... ∧ (cn ∈ x) | s ∨ s

the model parameters would prove somewhat unintelligible to non-

experts. This is because understanding whether a file would be

recommended or not could require a complicated calculation for

a non-technical user due to the featurization needed to improve

classifier performance [55]. Our Decision Tree baseline is a direct ap-
plication of techniques from the relevant literature [73]. While one

could likely improve performance of this baseline by hand-crafting

features that are less subject to the downside of low verifiability,

this does not allow the technique to generalize to any black-box

model, in contrast to our Rules-Text and Rules-Tree methods.

3.2 Structure of Rule-based Summaries
Table 1 details the format of the rule-based summaries we devel-

oped: Rules-Text and Rules-Tree. These summaries consist of the

intersection of multiple predicates on the attributes of the files in the

group (Table 2) presented in ways we designed to be interpretable

to non-technical users. Intuitively, these predicates represent at-

tributes of the files included in a group of recommendations. These

predicates take two forms depending on the data type of the at-

tribute. For numeric attributes, such as the file size or last modified

date, the predicate covers a range of values (e.g., “files between

3 and 5 megabytes”). For set-based attributes (all others, such as

the set of objects recognized in an image), the predicate evaluates

to true if, for at least one of the subsets of items (“tokens”) in the

predicate, the file’s relevant feature set contains all of the given

items. For example, if a predicate on filename tokens takes the

conjunction of the sets [“course”, “2019”] OR [“course”, “2020”],

then any file with filename tokens containing either subset will

be covered by the predicate. Tokens are generated for each text

attribute by breaking at common text delimiters, and for Recog-
nized Objects using a standard ResNet object detector. We take the

union over tokens for all files as our potential tokens to use in

summaries. To limit the computational cost and ensure simplicity

of summaries, we allow no more than a single “OR” conjunction for

a particular feature predicate. We also do not allow “OR” clauses

between predicates / different features (e.g., “The folder(s) [‘work’]

appear in the file path OR the filename(s) start with ‘budget_’ ”). As

these design choices were based on an ad-hoc examination of pilot

testing data, future work could relax these requirements. Given

that the notion of similarity has been shown to strongly inform

desires about richer file management actions [12] and because the

displayed predicates appear readily verifiable, they seem to address

the expected drawbacks of the baselines above.

Because we were also interested in how the summary was pre-

sented to users, we developed and tested two visual presentations

for rule-based summaries. The Rules-Text summary shows a plain-

text representation, as in Table 1, with minor embellishments (e.g.,

bolding) for readability. The Rules-Tree summary inserts predicates

into the same tree structure used in our Decision Tree baseline.

3.3 Synthesis Algorithm
Synthesizing summaries in the form of Table 1 over multiple rec-

ommendations faces several challenges. First, the synthesized sum-

mary is highly unlikely to be able to exactly match the group of

recommendations output by the original recommender system—

approximating the output of a black-box model trades recommen-

dation efficacy for interpretability. This is only a minor concern in

prior work, as researchers either tune the neighborhood around a

single example to be summarized such that summaries are rarely

untruthful [73] or assume a particular model form for the recom-

mender system [62, 79, 101]. We instead modify the set of recom-

mendations included in a group to exactly match those covered

by the summary. We hypothesize that this is a potentially bene-

ficial form of regularization on the recommender system output.

This is motivated by techniques from program synthesis [37, 69],

but is, to our knowledge, novel in this space. It avoids the issue of

summaries that do not match the recommended files, but it may

generate sets of recommendations that are less desirable than the

original set. We discuss this further in Section 5, though leave a

deeper examination to future work. It is still desirable to match the

original set of recommendations in a group as closely as possible.

To do this, we select among summary candidates using the Fβ score,

calculated as a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall,

with weights set in pilot testing. Precision and recall are calculated

by taking the files covered by the summary (final values of FR
and FO in Algorithm 1) and comparing against the ground truth

labels (the original recommendations). The set of files covered by a

set of predicates is identified via pre-built sorted range or reverse-

index data structures that enable efficient lookup. Second, finding

a globally optimal candidate for set-based predicates may require

enumerating an exponential number of candidates in the worst

case. To address this, our synthesis algorithm greedily adds tokens

to the potential set predicate. This takes time O(nk), where n is the

number of possible tokens to explain over, and k is the number of

tokens in the optimal predicate. We find that k is usually small (< 5)

in practice. In addition, we limit the number of tokens examined

per file to 1,000 for our experiments. Future work may examine

the practicality of this limit. Third, to integrate seamlessly with the

underlying recommender system, summaries must be generated in

close to real time. Thus, we compute an approximation by greedily

selecting the best predicate to add to the current set.

With these challenges in mind, we synthesize summaries using

Algorithm 1, which takes Algorithm 2 as a subroutine. Informally,

Algorithm 1 looks at each attribute, and uses a subroutine to iden-

tify the best predicate for that attribute given the current set of

items covered by the summary. Whichever one yields the most im-

provement in the Fβ score is added to the summary. The algorithm

halts when adding a predicate on another attribute would nega-

tively impact the score. The best candidate for set-based attributes

is approximated with Algorithm 2, while the best candidate for at-

tributes that take range-based predicates is found by enumerating

all choices. Building the data structures and enumerating solution

candidates are viable in practice because the universe of constants

for range predicates and tokens to be added to set predicates is

restricted to values drawn from the original group of recommen-

dations. Intuitively, choosing a value in a range predicate that was
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Table 2: File attributes used in summaries, their predicate types, and sample text representations. Attributes were generated
by taking unfeaturized versions of features from the classifier in [13] and iteratively pilot testing extractible attributes.

Attribute Predicate Type Example

Filename Prefix Set The filename(s) start with ’bronze-age’

Filename Tokens Set The filename(s) contain sub-part(s) [’group’, ’work’]

File Extension Set The file(s) have the extension ’png’

File Path Set The folder(s) [’useful’] appear in the filepath

Shared Users Set The file(s) are shared with [’example@gmail.com’]

Recognized Objects Set The system thought it saw the object(s) [’website’, ’letter’] in the image(s)

File Text Tokens Set The file data contains the word(s) [’earnings’, ’call’]

File Size Range The file(s) have size from 2.0 Kb to 1.0 Mb

Last Modified Date Range The file(s) were last modified between 4/7/2019 14:40 and 4/8/2019 14:45

not drawn from a recommended item cannot improve more than

one drawn from a recommended item and can only negatively im-

pact precision. A similar principle holds for tokens in sets that do

not apply to any files in the group. While we find that the given

synthesis algorithms are efficient in practice, we do not explore

the optimality gap due to approximation, nor do we explore the

potential for more efficient implementations.

Algorithm 1 Full Approximation algorithm

procedure FullApprox(Files in Recommendations, Other Files)

FR ← Files in Recommendations, FO ← Other files

summary ← []
while summary has not used all attributes do

P ← [], S ← []
for each remaining unused attribute att do

if att is set-based then
predicate, score ← SetGreedy(att , FR, FO)

else
predicate, score ←max(valid predicates)

Add predicate to P and score to S

if max(S) ≥ 0 then
Add P[arдmax(S)] to summary
f z ← files covered by P[arдmax(S)]
FR ← FR ∩ f z, FO ← FO ∩ f z

else break
return summary

Algorithm 2 SetGreedy

procedure SetGreedy(attribute , FR, FO)
predicate ← []
while predicate has not used all set elements do

scores ← [], f z ← files covered by predicate
for each token t in possible tokens for attribute do

f z′ ← files covered by predicate ∪ el
oldScore ← FBeta(FR ∩ f z, FO ∩ f z)
newScore ← FBeta(FR ∩ f z′, FO ∩ f z′)
Add newScore − oldScore to scores

if max(scores) > 0 then
Add tokens[arдmax(scores)] to predicate

else break

return predicate

4 METHODOLOGY
To study the effects of summary type, we conducted a two-part,

within-subjects online user study. In Part 1, we scanned participants’

Google Drive accounts, pre-computed groups of recommendations,

and generated summaries of each of the four summary types for

every group. We used stratified sampling to select up to 14 group /

summary pairs that was presented in Part 2, asking participants to

evaluate characteristics like their helpfulness and verifiability.

4.1 Part 1
We recruited crowdworkers from the USA and UK through Pro-

lific [71]. We required that participants had completed 10+ submis-

sions with a 95%+ approval rating and had Google Drive accounts

that were 3+months old and contained 100+ files. Once we recruited

participants and they had consented to the research, they granted

our web application access through OAuth 2 to scan their Google

Drive files’ data and metadata. Participants were then directed to a

survey on their demographics and usage of cloud storage. Part 1

took approximately 15 minutes. Compensation was $5.00.

We pre-computed file recommendations using Brackenbury et

al.’s method [13]. Specifically, we calculated relevant data / metadata

similarity features for a logistic regression classifier on pairs of files.

We limited computation to all pairs of at most 1,000 files chosen

uniformly at random. We generated groups of recommendations

by iterating over all files, sequentially designating each as the “base

file.” All files classified as similar to the base file were recommended

as a group. To limit overlap, we did not generate a group for the

base file if that file appeared in a previous group. Intuitively, this

mirrors a situation in which a user of the tool from Brackenbury et

al. [13] performs an action on a file, and a large number of individual

recommendations are generated and then aggregated into a group.

For each group, we then generated a summary of each type iden-

tified in Section 3 (List of Files, Decision Tree, Rules-Text, Rules-Tree).
We excluded the base file from this summary as it was used to gen-

erate the “scenarios” described below. As described in Section 3, we

modified the set of files in a group to exactly match those covered

by the summary. The List of Files summaries require no generation,

the Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries were generated with Algo-

rithm 1 and theDecision Tree summaries were generated by training

decision trees (Gini impurity, max depth of 2 set in pilot testing)

that took the original group of recommendations as positive labels,

and files not recommended as negative labels.
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Once summaries were generated, we used stratified sampling to

choose group / summary pairs to present in Part 2. We selected up

to 14 groups as follows:

• 4 groups, based on summary complexity (2 “complex”, 2

“simple”)

• 4 groups, based on “discriminativeness” (2 “discriminative”,

2 “non-discriminative”)

• 6 groups, based on size (2 “small”, ≤ 25th percentile of group

size for participant, 2 “medium”, 25th–75th percentile, and 2

“large”, > 75th percentile)

We labeled Rules-Text or Rules-Tree summaries as complex if they

required at least one ’AND’ or ’OR’ keyword, and Decision Tree
summaries as complex if the resultant tree had depth > 1. List of
Files summaries were not complex. We identified groups as dis-

criminative based on what percentage of the files in a folder were

recommended, among folders that contained recommended files.

Intuitively, recommendations that suggest performing an action on

all files in a folder (recommendations that are not “discriminative”

of files in a folder) are less helpful for users, given that such files can

easily be identified by the user themselves. In contrast, selecting a

specific subset of files from a folder may require more effort from

a user, and such recommendations are therefore more helpful. If

there were fewer group / summary pairs that met the complex and

discriminative criteria than desired, additional summaries were

sampled from the small, medium, and large groupings.

4.2 Part 2
We invited back eligible participants after we had finished the pro-

cessing of Part 1. We presented them with 14 hypothetical “scenar-

ios” (the Scenario), based on a group / summary pair, each of which

read, “Suppose that you shared, moved, or deleted {base file}”. We

presented the group of recommendations (Recommended Files)
in a table with relevant metadata that linked to the file data in

Google Drive (Figure 1(a)), along with the summary (the Explana-
tion). While we refer to summaries as the Explanation to enhance

participant understandability, we note this terminology is poten-

tially misleading: our summaries are generated post-hoc without

examining the internals of the black box classifier. For List of Files
summaries, we presented only the text, “Because you shared, moved,

or deleted {base file} ({file path of base file})”. Other summary types

were displayed as in Figure 1. The visual summary types, Decision
Tree and Rules-Tree, also had a hover interaction on leaf nodes that

displayed the names of the files allocated to that node. We then

asked participants a set of 8 questions (shown in Table 3) about the

scenario, group, and summary. Part 2 took approximately 1 hour,

and compensation was $15.00.

4.3 Limitations
Our study required that participants accept permissions allowing

our web application to view and download their file data—although

our institution’s IRB approved the study, privacy-conscious par-

ticipants may have been unwilling to participate. In addition, our

study presents hypothetical scenarios. While this allows us to di-

rectly study groups of file recommendations, participants’ survey

responses may be biased either towards accepting recommenda-

tions, because there was no cost to agreeing, or against accepting

them, because of the uncertainty introduced by lack of context.

Further, although it was necessary from a computational stand-

point, limiting our all-pairs similarity to 1,000 files may bias our

results. The absence of recommendations that would have been

included, had the files been sampled for similarity, may negatively

bias participants’ survey responses for summary types based on

pre-computed similarity (List of Files, Decision Tree). Our study
was also conducted on crowdworkers. Prior work has shown that

crowdworkers are not representative of any broader population,

and that many skew younger and more technically-savvy [68].

5 RESULTS
We describe our participants and their survey responses, then build

a set of regression models to identify the effect of summary type on

qualities such as understandability, helpfulness, and verifiability.

5.1 Participants
44 participants completed both parts of our within-subjects user

study. 29 (67.4%) participants were female, 11 (25.6%) were male,

and 3 (7.0%) were non-binary. Most participants were 25–34 years

old (16, 36.4%), with a similar number (15, 34.1%) 18–24 years old,

and the remaining 35–64 years old. Most (35, 79.5%) had no com-

puter science background. Participants interacted with their Google

Drive account in various ways. Participants used Google Drive

through the website (37) or the mobile app (30) nearly equally,

though a few synced folders directly from their local storage (12).

Most participants interacted with their account weekly (17, 40.4%),

though monthly (13, 31.0%) and daily (11, 26.2%) usage was also

common. Participants generally disagreed that their accounts were

well-organized (15, 34.1% “Disagree”, and 13, 29.5%, “Strongly dis-

agree”). Participants also generally agreed that their files were

“uncategorized” (15, 34.1%, “Agree” and 13, 29.5%, “Strongly agree”).

The distribution of participants’ cloud storage files was similar

to analogous populations from prior work [12, 13]. We processed

97,546 files from participants. The median participant had 1,310.5

files in their account, and the mean participant had 2,217 files,

with a standard deviation of 3,622.5. The smallest account had 117

files, and the largest, 16,137 files. Most files were images (43,889),

with a large number of media (14,791) and text files (14,199) across

participants. Most images were “jpg” files (35,085), most media files

were “mp3” (4,164) or “heic” files (4,049), and most text files were

“pdf” files (9,790). There was also a long tail of 23,172 files with

uncategorized extensions. These included “no extension” (5,131),

Autodesk files (“flc”, 1,893) and paintbrush bitmap files (“pcx”, 651).

5.2 Survey Responses
Participants saw 563 scenarios. Summary types appeared in roughly

equal numbers of scenarios: 131 (23.3%) List of Files scenarios, 153
(27.2%) Decision Tree scenarios, 132 (23.4%) Rules-Text scenarios,
and 147 (26.1%) Rules-Tree scenarios. The sampling reasons were

roughly evenly distributed as well. The most common choice was

summaries over small file groups (90, 16.0%), and the least common

choice was non-discriminative summaries (64, 11.4%). The size of

the recommendation groups followed roughly a power-law distri-

bution: the mean sampled group contained 40.2 recommendations,

while the median sampled group contained 7 recommendations.
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Figure 2: Number of times each attribute appeared in a sum-
mary for Decision Tree, or a Rules-Text/ Rules-Tree. “N/A”
represents Decision Tree features not available for rules.

The largest group sampled was 1,179 recommendations. On aver-

age, groups identified by Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries were

larger: groups had median size 9 for both, compared against median

sizes of 6 for List of Files and Decision Tree summaries, respectively.

However, per the discussed limitation in Section 4.3, this is likely to

be biased. Differences between summary types carried over to the

scores: Decision Tree summaries had an average Fβ score of 93.0,

while Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries had a score of 68.9. This

is a notable difference, but there are several considerations. First,

again due to the limitation in Section 4.3, scores for Decision Tree
summaries are biased upward, as they are fitting a smaller set of

files. Second, scores only indicate a summary’s ability to match

the original classifier recommendations. This is independent of

participants’ perceptions of the recommendations and summaries,

which is the focus of our analysis.

The distributions of file attributes (Table 2) chosen for summa-

rization were similar across summary types, as seen in Figure 2.

We display only Decision Tree and Rules-Text summaries, as List of
Files summaries do not use attributes, and Rules-Tree summaries are

syntactically equivalent to Rules-Text summaries. By far, summaries

most commonly used filenames and last modified dates. File path

and file size attributes occasionally appeared, and summaries rarely

used the remaining attributes. Some attributes were not present for

a particular summary type, due either to non-extant features in the

original classifier or impracticability of generating predicates for

some classifier features. Such attributes were rarely used.

We display the proportion of Likert-scale responses for each

question from Table 3 in Figure 3. We note the difference between

two types of questions: “Group-Based” questions (Q1 & Q7) that

could be answered without reference to a summary, and “Summary-

Based” questions that asked about the summary specifically. We

use “Summary-Based” responses to evaluate our core research ques-

tions. We use “Group-Based” responses both to analyze our rec-

ommendations compared to prior work [12, 13], and to control

for summary-independent aspects in our regressions (Table 4). Re-

sponses to “Group-Based” questions roughly matched expectation

from prior work. The responses to Q1 (> 50.0% “Agree” or “Strongly

agree” responses) suggest participants generally found recommen-

dation groups to be related. This approximately resembles the inci-

dence of similar files under stratified sampling in prior work [12].

Importantly, we note that the proportion of “Strongly agree” or

“Agree” responses for Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries were

roughly equal to other summaries. As Q1 is summary-independent,

the responses can be considered a proxy for the effect of post-hoc

modifying the original recommendation set. The similarity across

summary type, therefore, suggests that this technique is not no-

ticeably harmful, though further investigation is needed. In Q7,

participants indicated they would accept the group of recommen-

dations (“Strongly agree” + “Agree”) for between 1/3 and 1/2 of

scenarios across summary type. This is comparable with, though

slightly higher than, acceptance rates of similar individual rec-

ommendations observed in practice [13]. Future field studies of

summaries will be most helpful in determining how this compares

with group recommendation in practice.

Participants generally found our summaries (Rules-Text in par-

ticular) more understandable, less confusing, more helpful, and

more verifiable than List of Files or Decision Tree summaries. The

responses to Q2 suggest that participants could describe each sum-

mary type (“Agree” and “Strongly agree” responses > 50% across

summary types). Pilot testing suggested Q2 was a reasonable proxy

for “understandability”. Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries have a

higher proportion of “Strongly agree” or “Agree” responses than List
of Files or Decision Tree summaries for this question: participants

answered “Strongly agree” or “Agree” in 86.4% of scenarios for Rules-
Text summaries, and in 74.0% for Rules-Tree summaries. Q3 shows a

similar response distribution, with flipped sentiment due to the na-

ture of the question. We examine the significance of these responses

when controlling for the relatedness of the files and participant-

specific effects in Section 5.3. For Q4, participants seemed to find

Decision Tree summaries less helpful, only responding “Strongly

agree” or “Agree” in 28.8% of scenarios. This is surprising, given that

Decision Tree summaries are widely used in literature, and the List of
Files baseline is very simple. This potentially suggests that Decision
Tree summaries present information that distracts users. Future

work may wish to examine what aspects ofDecision Tree summaries

are unhelpful and in what situations. Participants indicated that

List of Files summaries were helpful in 40.5% of scenarios, Rules-
Text in 56.8% and Rules-Tree in 47.3%. The slightly lower rate of

positive responses for Rules-Tree summaries compared to Rules-Text
summaries, combined with the similarity in presentation between

Decision Tree and Rules-Tree summaries offers some further evi-

dence that participants considered the decision tree visualization

style less helpful. The proportion of positive responses to Q5 for

Rules-Text and Rules-Tree summaries compared to other summary

types offers some evidence that such summary types were more

verifiable. Participants responded “Strongly agree” or “Agree” for

68.2% of Rules-Text summaries, for 63.7% of Rules-Tree summaries,

for 49.6% of List of Files summaries, and for 45.1% of Decision Tree
summaries. Interestingly, despite the minimal information in List
of Files summaries, participants appeared to believe they could still

identify which files were covered by the summary.
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Table 3: Questions shown to participants for each scenario in Part 2. We referred to groups of recommendations as
“Recommended Files”, the summary as the “Explanation”, and the file action producing the recommendations as the
“Scenario.”

Q1: The Recommended Files are related to each other

Q2: I could accurately describe to someone else what the Explanation is saying

Q3: The Explanation is confusing

Q4: I’d find a style of of explanation similar to this Explanation helpful when files are recommended to me

Q5: If I saw a table of all the files in my Google Drive, I could pick out which ones the Explanation covered

Q6: Based on the Explanation given, I believe the system sees the Recommended Files as related for the same reasons I do

Q7 : I would perform the same action as in the Scenario on the Recommended Files
Q8: After seeing the Explanation, I would feel more confident performing the same action as in the Scenario on the Recommended Files

without examining every file individually
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Figure 3: Proportion of Likert scale responses to each question, separated by summary type. “Group-Based” questions are
those that are answered without reference to a summary, while “Summary-Based” questions referred explicitly to a summary.

Additionally, we find that participants indicated stronger con-

fidence in a greater proportion of scenarios for Rules-Text or

Rules-Tree summaries compared to others. Participants responded

“Strongly agree” or “Agree” for 46.2% and 47.9% for Rules-Text and
Rules-Tree summaries, respectively. In contrast, participants only

responded such for 25.5% of scenarios with Decision Tree summaries

and 35.9% of scenarios with List of Files summaries. In this case,

despite the slightly lower support for Rules-Tree summaries indi-

cated in questions such as the helpfulness of the style, Rules-Tree
summaries were the type that participants found improved their

confidence in the most scenarios. The answers to this question go

hand-in-hand with those for Q5, as both are aimed at determin-

ing whether summaries helped participants make better / more

informed decisions with groups of recommendations. We analyze

whether this trend held when controlling for other factors below.

5.3 Regression Model
To disentangle correlated factors in the responses in Figure 3, we

built a set of cumulative linked logit mixed effects regressionmodels

(Table 4). We chose this model format because Likert responses are

ordinal and responses by the same participant are correlated.

We take the Likert rating of the “Summary-Based” questions as

our response variables. For the models of Q2–Q6, the fixed effects

are the presence of each summary type compared against the List
of Files type, as well as the Likert response to Q1. This last factor is

because participants will likely rate summaries more negatively if

participants believe the files recommended are less related to each

other. For Confident (Q8), the Likert response from Q1 is changed

for Q7, indicating whether a participant would accept the group

of recommendations in the first place. If a participant is unlikely

to accept a group of recommendations, the summary quality is

irrelevant to their confidence in accepting the recommendations.

We exclude from these models the size of the group of recommen-

dations, and the reason a group was sampled, as these were not

found to be statistically significant factors in any model where they

were included. This potentially indicates that our results apply to

recommendation groups of a range of sizes and with a variety of

properties. Table 4 displays odds ratios, which are interpreted as the

multiplicative increase in the odds that a higher Likert response is

given for the dependent variable when a summary type is present

or when the Likert response for a covariate is one point higher.

For example, as seen in the first column of Table 4, a participant’s

response was roughly 2.7x more likely to be a higher Likert rating

if a Rules-Text summary was provided as compared to a List of Files.
The only summary type that is statistically significant across

all but one model is Rules-Text. Further, in each model, the effect

direction is as expected: the odds ratio is > 1 (a multiplicative in-
crease) for all questions where higher agreement indicates positive

attributes, and < 1 for Confusing (Q3), where lower confusion is

preferred. The effect size is also notable: the presence of a Rules-Text
summary has a 2.7× odds improvement for models Q2–Q5, and a

2.0× improvement for Confident (Q8). The effect size, combined

with the high statistical significance of the Rules-Text summary
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Table 4: Cumulative link logit mixed effects regressions on the Likert responses for Summary-Based questions. Coefficients
are odds ratios, interpreted as the multiplicative increase in the odds of a higher response. p-values were calculated based on
the Satterthwaite method. Asterisks indicate level of statistical significance (*** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05).

Describe (Q2) Confusing (Q3) Helpful (Q4) Verify (Q5) Related Reason (Q6) Confident (Q8)

Fixed Effects
Related (Q1) 1.761*** 0.641*** 1.673*** 2.101*** 3.049*** ——

Take Recommend (Q7) —— —— —— —— —— 7.592***

Decision Tree 0.553* 2.729*** 0.571* 0.945 0.842 0.774

Rules-Text 2.729*** 0.353*** 2.718*** 2.791*** 1.032 1.987**

Rules-Tree 1.637* 0.630* 1.412 1.893** 1.013 1.567

Random Effects
Participant effect 1.169 1.110 1.618 1.318 1.586 1.370

variable, suggests that such summaries may carry a number of ben-

efits: they may be more understandable, helpful, and confidence-

inducing while being less confusing. While Rules-Tree summaries

also showed some benefit compared to List of Files summaries, the

effect size and statistical significance were lower. The Decision Tree
variable in the regression models, when significant, was rated lower
than baseline List of Files summaries: they were less often able to

be described (Q2, 0.5x) or to be helpful (Q4, 0.5x) and were more

often confusing (Q3, 2.7x). Given that Rules-Text and Rules-Tree
summaries differed only in that Rules-Tree presented information

like Decision Tree summaries did, this suggests that the Decision
Tree format may require additional improvements to be competi-

tive with other approaches along the same metrics. We leave the

specifics of these needed improvements to future work. Interest-

ingly, the sole model where no summary type had a statistically

significant effect was Related Reason (Q6). One interpretation is

that, though summaries could be effective at helping participants

verify inputs, they may have differed from the participants’ mental

model of the identified files. Future work may wish to examine

this effect when summaries are incorporated into full tools. We

additionally find that the participant-specific effect for a model was,

on average, about a point to a point-and-a-half difference in Likert

response. This suggests that even independent of the relatedness

of recommendations or the summary type presented, participants

still responded to scenarios very differently. This suggests that fu-

ture work on sets of related recommendations may find significant

benefit in personalization of recommendations [62].

6 DISCUSSION
We proposed and evaluated a new way of summarizing groups

of file management recommendations in cloud storage. We also

presented an efficient approximation algorithm to synthesize these

summaries. We conducted a 44-participant, within-subjects online

user study in which we compared our newly proposed summaries

(Rules-Text and Rules-Tree) against baselines (List of Files and De-
cision Tree). Compared to our baselines, participants were more

likely to rate Rules-Text summaries as more verifiable and more

confidence-increasing when considering a groups of recommenda-

tions without examining individual recommendations.

Future interfaces supporting file management recommendations

may take two main lessons from our work. First, summarizing

groups of recommendations is feasible. Though summaries are not

provided by current cloud storage systems, our techniques show

they can be added without significant computational overhead. Fur-

ther, participants’ ability to understand such summaries was high

across summary types. While summaries may be less beneficial for

file-retrieval recommendations, they may be valuable for more com-

plex file management actions. Summaries could potentially even

be useful for multi-round recommendation [62, 65] by increasing

user understanding of available items up-front, instead of gradually

revealing this information through multi-round interaction.

The second lesson is that Rules-Text summaries can offer users

the ability to verify files in recommendation groups. This poten-

tially relates to participants’ higher confidence when accepting

recommendations from Rules-Text summaries: knowledge of a file

collection combined with verifiability allows a user to compute

what files are included in a recommendation group without exam-

ining directly. The verification and increased confidence are likely

the most important properties for summaries, given the use case.

We hypothesize that the key attributes of Rules-Text summaries that

produced this verifiability were their plaintext representation, and

the predicates with minimal featurization. The first of these is evi-

denced by the lower ratings of the Rules-Tree summaries compared

to Rules-Text summaries, as well as the more-negative ratings for

Decision Tree summaries than for List of Files summaries. However,

future work should investigate several caveats. First, the strength

of Rules-Text summaries may not translate to real deployments and

other types of summaries might be preferable. For example, because

our Decision Tree summaries used highly-featurized inputs from

the black box classifier, classifiers with less featurization might

find that Decision Tree summaries compare more favorably. Alter-

natively, interface-specific effects such as summary presentation

might outweigh the effects found here [34]. Lastly, measurements

of verifiability and confidence may prove to be uncorrelated with

desired user behavior. The enhanced interaction allowed by rules-

type summaries, though, is a strong benefit for usability. In work

like SmallStar [50] and Wrangler [44], for example, users iteratively

specify short programs within a given framework. Systems could

provide similar interactions based on rules-like summaries, offering

new modes of interaction in file recommendation settings.
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